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StadiaPitch is a modular multi-event sports 
pitch which includes our unique, high precision 
automated pitch changeover system and pitch 
storage solution where the pitch can be kept during 
events.

Automated Guided Vehicles intelligently transport 
the pitch modules between the arena floor and 
pitch storage area without any human involvement. 
It’s all computer-guided, completed in a matter of 
hours and with millimetre precision.

StadiaPitch reduces the changeover time between 
sports and concerts from weeks to hours. At the 
push of a button the stadium operator can switch 
between a football pitch and a concert event floor.

The StadiaPitch eliminates the grass maintenance 
issues with which most stadiums struggle when 
trying to combine concerts and other events with 
football matches on the pitch, enabling a world 
class playing surface to be maintained, no matter 
how many concerts are held in the stadium.

These extra events increase stadium profitability 
many times over, without the risk of the grass 
playing surface being damaged or destroyed.

StadiaPitch turns a traditional sports stadium into a 
true multipurpose stadium.

The StadiaPitch
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The majority of current sports stadiums have roughly 25 match days 
and are empty without activity and income for

days a year

The situation today

A terrible number, considering that a large stadium can earn 
more than €1.5 million on a single concert.

A utility rate of 7% is simply not good enough for any investor in any industry.

340
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StadiaPitch can transform these empty 
days into concerts, shows and events.

That’s why it is a game-changer.
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Current solutions offer changeovers in

2-3 days...

… and

3-4 weeks
of grass recovery.
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This makes it possible to fit concerts and other events into any sports schedule�

Automated Guided Vehicles, or AGVs, are at the heart of our movable system. Bosch Rexroth is one of the 
world’s leading businesses involved in the use and development of this type of driver-control movement 
system. Our AGVs drive under our trays and, with the ability to lift up to 25 tonnes, pick them up and drive 
them in and out of the stadium at speeds of up to 3m/sec.

Each tray is fitted with its own unique identity tag which is identified by the AGV. So the AGV knows exactly 
which module it is moving and takes it in and out of the stadium with a precision of ±1mm. In other words, it 
positions it exactly where it needs to be so that no joins are visible between modules and no gaps can be felt 
between modules by players running on the surface.

In contrast, the StadiaPitch intelligent AGVs enables automated changeovers in less than

10 hours.
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With a StadiaPitch, the grass will no longer limit your bookings and your bookings will 
no longer reduce the quality of your pitch, enabling your pitch to maintain the highest 
playing quality standards and your stadium to reach its true market potential.
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Climatic challenges Recovery after events

Shading Match intensive periods 

The StadiaPitch turns a traditional sports 
stadium into a true multipurpose stadium.

It reduces the grass issues that most stadiums struggle with:
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StadiaPitch is a natural hybrid grass, modular, multievent sports pitch which includes an automated 
pitch changeover system and pitch storage solution where the pitch can be kept during events.

StadiaPitch reduces the changeover time between sports and concerts from weeks to hours. At the 
push of a button the stadium operator can switch between a football pitch and a concert event floor.  

StadiaPitch has a smart, flexible, modular design that allows us to customise the solution so it fits 
almost any stadium perfectly – new or existing.
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StadiaPitch is a world class pitch system for major sports stadiums where sports tournaments such 
as the Premier League, Champions League and World Cups are played. The pitch has from the start 
been specifically developed to meet the highest quality playing surface standards that are expected 
at these types of tournaments.

StadiaPitch is a modular, hybrid natural grass pitch system. Each module is 4.5 x 9 meters in size and 
weighs about 20 tonnes.

The pitch is designed, built and tested by the STRI Group. All the grass research is done by them 
and our Demonstration site is  built at their main research facility in UK. They are also engaged in the 
StadiaPitch installation and they will support the turf managers at future StadiaPitch stadiums – so 
they consistently  deliver a premium stadium pitches from day one.

STRI is recognised as the world-leading consultancy for sports turf research, design, construction 
and management. They are the consultants for FIFA, UEFA, CAF & AFC and provide advice on 
development and maintenance of pitches to stadiums across the globe.

The pitch
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A key advantage of the StadiaPitch is the ideal concert and event nature of the arena floor. Made 
from reinforced concrete with event specific fascilities bulit in, like cabling canals, electricity and 
water supply. With few limits as to what to what you can put on it – cars, trucks, cranes, the stage 
and thousands of fans – it’s an event manager’s dream.

The arena floor
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Our logisitcs system is fast, versatile and cost effective. Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) intelligently 
transport pitch modules between the arena floor and where the pitch is being stored without any 
human involvement and with millimetre precision.

It is designed to fit existing stadium infrastructure with little modification, making it a viable pitch 
option also for existing stadiums.

Bosch Rexroth has (in cooperation with STRI, Sapa and Nutcracker Solutions) designed a complete 
automated pitch changeover system that meets all of the following criteria:

Fast, so the stadium no longer has to set aside many days for pitch changeover.

Cost effective, so the cost of the changeover does not reduce the profitability of events. 

Precise, so that pitch quality is not reduced by the changeover process. 

100 % reliable with a solid back-up solution, so the stadium never has to experience major delays.

Smooth to operate, so venue operators are able to conduct events between match days – week 
after week, even during the playing season! 

Easy to install in both new and existing stadiums, so the existing stadium can install our system 
without investing huge amount in rebuilding their grand stands. 

Bosch Rexroth is part of the Bosch Group. Bosch Rexroth is a leading drive-and-control company with 
more than 36,500 dedicated associates across the globe. The people of Bosch Rexroth apply their 
passion and expertise to create the world s̀ most powerful, precise, energy-efficient and innovative 
drive-and-control solutions. The StadiaPitch is exclusively sold through Bosch Rexroth, and they also 
act as the turn-key stadium contract partner.

Smart logistics
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The StadiaPitch modules can be transported through 
most existing entrance gates or through a transportation 
tunnel under the stand that fits between the supporting 
pillars.
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Chose from outdoor storage utilising an existing paved area or from climate controlled, internal 
storage that allows for extended periods of storage while keeping the turf in great condition. 
The StadiaPitch offers flexible storage solutions that fit your plans, both from a financial and an 
architectural perspective.

Storage
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The pitch can be stored on any flat area nearby the 
stadium. The modular nature allows for an almost 
fluid transformation from a complete pitch inside 
the stadium to a pitch which can be stored outside 
the stadium, either as single unit in the one location 
or as several smaller units in different locations, so 
utilising any available space.

Outdoor storage options

Available paved areas nearby

Inexpensive option using an available area outside of the stadium.

Elevated platform

Concert mode Game mode

Elevated platforms allow for external storage 
without occupying valuable space for parking and 
for crowd management. In fact, when not used 
as storage, elevated platforms can increase the 
available parking or provide further public space for 
facilities and activities.
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The StadiaPitch can be stored in available space 
within the stadium structure. 

The modular nature of the pitch trays gives 
architects great flexibility in shaping the external 
storage. 

Internal storage options

Inside stadium

External storage building

Internal storage, using state-of-the-art environmental control systems and LED lighting, enabling the 
pitch to continue to grow and thrive, even in the dark, for extended periods of time.
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Storage chamber research

STRÌ s research team have, since the spring of 2016, been conducting research to define the 
optimal growing condition for sport grass by assessing various combinations of light, nutrients, 
airflow, temperature and humidity. This research has been conducted using six StadiaPitch growth 
chambers, specifically built for this project, at their research centre at St.Ives. 

The condition of the grass when it is moved into the pitch storage building, the outside climate 
and the length of time it will be stored before it needs to be taken out for the next match will all 
determine the precise growing conditions needed for optimal turf growth in the building. The 
building itself will be fitted with the state of the art equipment needed to produce these ideal 
conditions. The aim will be for the turf to emerge from the building in a better condition than 
when it went into the building. So far, STRI researchers have maintained high quality turf in artificial 
conditions in the StadiaPitch storage chamber for up to 50 days.
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The flexible design concept enables us to adjust our solution, so it always fits perfect at every stadium it is 
installed. The stadium design, the available surrounding area, the business model, the traffic and crowd flow 
on game-days always vary greatly from stadium to stadium. We will therefore always customise the StadiaPitch 
solution to the unique characteristics of the venue. Here are some of the options that we can offer.

Additional synthetic pitch for fan interaction

Additional pitch for a secondary sport

Pitch sections

Further options

Extra synthetic pitch – for boosting fan 
interaction and the stadium s̀ utility rate

The artificial pitch can be used by many – the fans, 
sponsors, kids in the neighborhood and other 
stakeholders that are important to the club. The 
pitch is a tool for the club to build an even stronger 
relationship with the local community and existing 
fans as well as enabling to connect even better with 
visitors and other new potential new fans. 

The artificial pitch is brought on the arena floor on 
all days the stadium is not booked for home games 
or events. 

Extra pitch – for a secondary sport that needs 
another type of pitch. 

If install you can turn your stadium from a single 
sport venue to a multi sports venue.

Cut cost by only exchanging a section of the 
permanent pitch into a StadiaPitch 

Most stadiums want to fill their idle days with 
lucrative events day, but many of them don`t have 
the potential to book large concerts, shows and 
events that fill the whole venue. A sensible solution 
could be to install a StadiaPitch on only a half or a 
third of the arena floor. This will boost the stadium`s 
event potential at a price that is more likely to fit the 
budget of mid-size stadiums.

Permanent pitch

StadiaPitch

(concert mode)
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Many stadiums want to increase the spectator 
capacity on game-days, but stand extensions are 
expensive and the number of game days that will 
pay back the investment are limited. If the Pitch 
Storage House is used as a foundation for the new 
stand, the stand extension will have far greater 
economic potential. It will not only give additional 
seats to sell on 25-35 game-days but enable the 
stadium to sell all its seats (new and existing) on 
various concerts, shows and events throughout the 
year. This will be commercial game-changer, boost 
the whole stadium economy and might be the 
missing piece that turns the stand extension into a 
positive feasible investment.

On all game-days the Pitch Storage House is always 
empty. Why not use it as a traditional parking house 
on these days to boost the match-day revenue.

Storage on event days

Parking on match days

Use the StadiaPitch Pitch Storage House as part 
of a Stand extension

Use the StadiaPitch Pitch Storage House as a 
traditional parking house on match-days

Storage building used as foundation for stand expansion
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Installation process

While the new concrete arena floor is being built, the stadium needs to shut down all sports, 
concerts and event activities for a short period. This shut-down period will in most cases last no 
longer than the summer break between two sports seasons, particularly if the home team plays the 
final match of the spring season and the first match of the autumn season away from home. The 
outside Pitch Storage House will take longer to build. However, this work will not disrupt activities in 
the stadium.
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Learn how it works 
at the StadiaPitch Research & 

Demonstration Centre.

The Demonstration Centre is a part of St. Ives, STRI’s main research centre in the UK 
– an eight hectare plot devoted to the pursuit of sports turf perfection.



www.stadiapitch.com



Business case
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With a StadiaPitch, the stadium can transform empty days with no 

spectactor revenue into concerts, shows and a wide spectrum of events.

A dynamic 365 business model will boost stadium economy, increase value 

of naming rights and maximise revenue streams.

StadiaPitch is a commercial game-changer for the stadium, the club and 

the city.
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Chose the StadiaPitch storage 
option that fits your plans, 

both from a financial and an 
architectural perspective.

Pitch options Storage options

Half-size pitch Outside, full Parking on elevated platform

External storage building Storage building as part of 
stand expansion

Vehicle parking in storage 
building

Inside stadium structureOutside, utilising 
existing available space

Elevated platform

Additional pitches (see page 46)

Full-size pitch
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StadiaPitch provides architects with great flexibitily

Its modular nature enables architects to perfectly integrate it into the 

chosen stadium design concept.

With StadiaPitch it is possible to create a uniform stadium bowl that most 

modern stadiums strive for. 

The pitch modules can be transported through the stadium gates to keep 

installation costs to a minimum.

No additional land is required, and it can even be installed at an existing 

stadium during an extended league summer break.
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Large concerts

Examples of potential future events on non-match days
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With a concrete arena floor, it will only take 3-4 
hours to turn the stadium into a spectacular 
go-kart racing track. Go-kart racing would be an 
instant success that the club could hold every 
year and at any time of year. 

We already see arenas worldwide being sold out 
for eSports events. With a StadiaPitch it will be 
easy to host these events and take part in this 
lucrative industry. 

These events can`t bear the huge cost of a 
manual pitch changeover and are therefore 
normally kept out of the main stadium. These 
non-profit events are important for the club/
stadium reputation and the sponsors. 

With available dates, no pitch changeover 
cost and a concrete arena floor, the stadium 
becomes an optimal stage for music festivals.

With a StadiaPitch the arena floor is easily 
accessible for corporate events.

Extreme motor shows

All of these spectacular shows are incredibly 
popular, but they all need a solid floor such as 
concrete to conduct their events.

Go-karting events for sponsors and fans 

eSport events

Goodwill events

Music festivals

Corporate events
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The changeover is so fast that it makes the stadium available for concerts, shows and events 365 days a 
year, making the city a destination for major acts and tours. 

Each concert, show, and event attracts thousands of people who generate income from eating, 
transportation and accommodation. Each event creates tremendous media exposure, boosting the 
value of the sponsorships.

Increased activity also makes the city an even more exciting place in which to live, do business and visit.
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A sport stadium with a permanent pitch always has a high stadium rental. The rental covers the 
enormous costs of the manual pitch changeover process, the continuous event flooring investments,  
re-turfing and other costly pitch related issues that occur at every event. Goodwill events, local 
corporate events and local cultural events have limited budgets, and caǹ t cover this stadium rental. 

With a StadiaPitch, all of these costs are history, replaced by a smooth, automated and affordable 
changover, estimated from €1,000 and up. The venue operator now gets the freedom to adjust its rental 
price so also the goodwill events and small local events can afford to use the stadium. This means more 
activity and more events with great cultural diversity that will bring the people of the city together.
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A StadiaPitch will outperform any pitch system on the market on all 

aspects that are essential for the venue operator, the club, the players, the 

fans, the sponsors, the international promoters, the local event organisers, 

the city and its people.

In addition to an outstanding sport surface a StadiaPitch 
will make the changeover smoother, the sponsorships 
more valuable, the F&B revenue greater and the event 
bookings more numerous and profitable.
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The StadiaPitch brings happiness to everyone

The stadium 
owner

The head of 
sponsorships

The head of 
parking sales

The stadium 
operator

The head of VIP 
Packages

The head of 
stadium shops

The stadium 
groundsman

The head of food 
& beverage

The head of 
changeover

The head of 
bookings

The
stadium

The tour planner

The head of 
sponsorships

The head of
merchandise

The tour manager

The head of
ticketing

The head of
changeover

The international
concert promoters

The players

The head of VIP 
Packages

The head of 
sponsorships

The head of 
goodwill events

The
club

More media 
exposure

More interesting 
VIP packages

More events in 
their arena

A wider range of 
events

Easier to hold own 
sponsor events

The fans

The
sponsors

The tax office

The head of 
tourism

The head of 
cultural and sports 

events

The head of the 
city advertising 

The people of  
the city

The
City

Other
organisers

The organisers of 
goodwill events

The organisers of 
sponsor events

The organisers of 
corporate events

The organisers 
of other sports 

events

The organisers of 
cultural events

The organisers 
of motor sport 

events
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The stadium
A StadiaPitch will bring more events to the stadium and boost its potential. 
It will make the grass greener, the changeover smoother, sponsorships more 
valuable, F&B revenue greater and event bookings more numerous and 
profitable.

• More available event dates give more concerts and events all year around
• More concerts and events make the VIP packages more exciting and the 

media exposure greater
• Concerts and events increase the sales revenue from parking, VIP packages, 

sponsorship, F&B, and ticketing
• A wider range of events, from football to opera, means a more culturally 

diverse use of the stadium, making it more valuable to a wider range of people 
within the local community, which makes the stadium more important to the 
community and generates greater local political goodwill

• More events mean higher revenues for the stadium retail outlets
• The quality of the grass is maintained consistently high, even in periods with 

lots of events and matches
• No more of the exhausting and time consuming flooring changeovers before 

and after every concert and event
• No more expenses such as those arising from: manual flooring changeover, 

new event floors, pitch repairs and pitch replacements

Almost all other event-related investments focus on boosting stadium match day revenue, making most modern stadiums fantastic cash machines on event days. The 
StadiaPitch, on the other hand, focuses on increasing the number of event days, making previous stadium investments more profitable. This makes the StadiaPitch an 
extraordinary property investment for any major stadium currently with an unfulfilled concert and event potential.

A StadiaPitch investment will boost the whole stadium economy:

Increased concert and event business
As the pitch no longer limits bookings, the stadium is likely to attract more 
concerts, shows, corporate events and ticketed events. This will boost 
revenue streams from: stadium rental from the promoter or organiser; ticket 
sales; VIP ticket package sales; stadium parking sales; F&B revenue from VIP 
boxes, restaurants, regular arena kiosks, event day kiosks, crew catering and 
other catering; increased sales of concert and event related VIP packages 
and sponsorships; increased value of current and new sponsorships; and 
increased revenue from rental contracts.

The increased sponsor and VIP Business
As the pitch no longer limits bookings, the stadium is likely to hold more 
concerts, shows and events. Additional events and events with greater 
cultural diversity attract more spectators, new audiences and greater media 
exposure. So VIP packages will become bigger, more varied and more 
interesting to a wider audience. This makes sponsorships and VIP packages 
more numerous and valuable.

The new pitch economy
Costs such as manual pitch changeover, investments in event floors and 
event related pitch replacement will disappear. Even though new operating 
costs are introduced with a StadiaPitch, the cost of general pitch repair and 
replacement will normally see a reduction.
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The sponsors
A StadiaPitch means more events, more spectators and more media 
exposure. Most stadium sponsorships increase or decrease in value 
depending on the level of media exposure the stadium is able to generate. 
More concerts and events will therefore give more exposure and therefore 
add value to sponsorships, meaning they can be sold for more money. 
Sponsors can invite their clients and partners to more events and to a 
greater diversity of events. Concerts, shows and other events enable the 
stadium also to attract new sponsors that are not focusing on sports. 
Without a costly manual changeover and a fragile pitch to worry about, it 
also becomes easy to use the arena floor for various events held specifically 
for the sponsors. All of these factors increase the value of the sponsorships.

The home team
For the first team, a StadiaPitch installation means a more consistent high 
pitch quality, even in periods with many matches, concerts and events. With 
a StadiaPitch, events will never reduce the quality of pitch.

A StadiaPitch will give the turf manager control and the tools needed to 
provide excellent ground conditions for the grass, enabling him to maintain 
a consistent high quality pitch.  
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International promoters
A StadiaPitch means many more available dates for concerts and events, 
both in and outside of the sports’ season. The fast, automated pitch 
changeover process makes more time available for the event organisers. 
The stadium can be rented for longer periods and it is easier to find room 
in the booking calendar to have double concerts. The events will be held 
on a concrete floor with few limitations as to the weight it can support or 
limitations as to the type of vehicle that can drive on it, which makes every 
event production faster and more cost-effective. A concrete floor is also 
ideal for popular motor racing and stunt shows.

The venue operator
The venue operator is probably the person that is most happy with a move 
away from a permanent pitch that requires manual changeover before and 
after every concert, show and event. The manual changeover is a costly, 
exhausting and difficult process. Laying the protective flooring tiles prior 
to the event and removing them after the event takes hundreds of hours. 
Then, to discover that the event production has ruined the protective tiles 
and also that these tiles have failed to protect the grass pitch, just adds 
insult to injury. For the venue operator, this damage to the protective tiles 
means huge investments in new flooring tiles and takes the groundsmen 
weeks of effort to repair the pitch and bring it back to top quality.

When this process has to be repeated for every event and if the events 
are booked on regular basis, it can quickly demoralise the whole stadium 
operational management and maintenance team. The process is simply 
too hard, time consuming and exhausting to be repeated week after week 
and month after month. So, a transition to a StadiaPitch system, with an 
automated changeover process, without the need for flooring tiles or weeks 
with pitch recovery, must feel like a godsend.
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Local event organisers The people of the city
Organisers of goodwill events, corporate events and local cultural events 
often have limited budgets compared to the budgets for international 
stadium concerts. So they normally can’t afford the high stadium rental 
prices required by stadium owners to meet the enormous costs incurred 
by the manual pitch changeover process and other expensive pitch related  
issues incurred by the owner after an event on the pitch. With a StadiaPitch, 
all of these costs and issues are history.  The venue operator now gets the 
freedom to adjust its rental prices so that it can still make a profit when 
holding smaller and more local events on their stadium arena floor: the 
stadium owner wins and the smaller event organiser wins!

It is the events that makes the stadium a valuable asset for the locals. With 
a StadiaPitch installed the stadium becomes a more available venue which 
will make any city a natural desitination when international acts are on tour. 
For the citizens this means more of the international concerts, shows and 
events will take place in their city.
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The city
Every ambitious city wants a stadium that attracts the biggest artists and 
the most spectacular shows. With a StadiaPitch, the grass would no longer 
limit bookings so the city’s big stadium can now realise its full potential. A 
StadiaPitch, therefore, means more activities and greater cultural diversity 
within the stadium to make the city a more exciting place in which to live 
and a more attractive destination for visitors and tourists. 

Each concert, show, and event attracts thousands of people who generate 
income from eating, transport and accommodation. This means significant 
taxable revenue both inside the stadium and for the city’s economy as a 
whole for every event.
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Equally important as the additional taxable revenue is the marketing effect concerts, 
shows and events create for the city. When the greatest artists and the most 
spectacular shows choose to perform in the city, it is promoted as an attractive and 
vibrant place in which to live, do business and visit.

City income

Simulation of taxable revenue generated from one spectator

Ticket €80
Merchandise €10
Transportation €25
Hotel €20
F&B city €30
F&B stadium €20
Shopping €15
Total €200

Audience (average) 30,000
Taxable revenue pr� concert €6,000,000

Additional concerts 5
Total additional taxable revenue €30,000,000
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Dual pitch option
Extended usage with an artificial pitch in addition to the primary playing surface

An additional pitch will enable the stadium to conduct more sports based activities without wearing the natural pitch. The artificial pitch can be used by many – 
the fans, sponsors, kids in the neighbourhood and other stakeholders that are important to the clubs. The pitch is a tool for the clubs to build an even stronger 
relationship with the local community and existing fans as well as enabling an even better connection with visitors and other new potential new fans.

If a dual pitch system is installed the stadium operator has the opportunity bring in an artificial grass pitch on all non-match days without any event bookings. 

Examples of potential future events on an artificial pitch

Penalty kick at 
the stadium tour

Sports schools Local kids sports   
tournaments

Goodwill events Birthday parties Sponsor sports 
events
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Stay in control from day one

One factor that is as equally important as financial performance is the performance of the pitch itself. Maintaining a perfect pitch in a modern stadium is 
extremely challenging. A StadiaPitch will give the turf manager the control and the tools needed to provide excellent ground conditions for grass, regardless of 
the activity in the stadium. 

To secure a consistent high quality pitch from the day of the stadium opening, Bosch Rexroth offers a StadiaPitch installation with fewer modules up to a 
year before the full StadiaPitch is installed in the stadium. This will give the groundsman´s team the daily hands-on experience they need to become expert 
operators of the system prior to the installation of a StadiaPitch.

StadiaPitch Research & Demostration Centre
STRI`s research Centre St. Ives, UK

StadiaPitch groundsmen’s training site with 
full-size trays.

Full-scale StadiaPitch installation

StadiaPitch groundsmen’s training site option
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Comparison – installation of sliding pitch vs. StadiaPitch
Sliding pitch

Architectural limitations – outside
The grandstand structure required for pitch 
transportation will dominate the appearance of 
the stadium. The stadium will always look like a 
sliding pitch arena.

Land requirements
A huge area of external land is required for 
outside storage, land that is expensive and often 
not available.

Architectural limitations – inside
The construction of the grandstand, through 
which the pitch will enter and exit the stadium, 
is very large and complex. This complexity can 
often mean that the number of seats has to 
be reduced and hence the appearance of the 
grandstand can be different from the rest of 
the stadium, making it challenging to create a 
uniform “stadium bowl” appearance for which 
most modern stadiums strive.

Installation cost
The additional complexity required to design and build a grandstand accommodating the 
transportation of the sliding pitch will most likely increase cost and may reduce the number of income 
generating seats. Installing a sliding pitch into an existing stadium is impossible because of architectural 
and costs considerations. 
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StadiaPitch

Architectural limitations – inside
No major limitations. The stadium bowl design 
is not affected. 

Architectural limitations – outside 
No architectural limitations. StadiaPitch may be 
integrated into the stadium design, and thus will 
not visible from the outside. 

Land requirements 
No external land is required. 

Installation cost
The StadiaPitch is less complex to install. The modules can be transported through standard building 
structures. The complete cost of the system will vary depending on the chosen storage solution. 
Compared to a sliding pitch StadiaPitch offers an attractive return on investment.

Favourable government loans from the 
Norwegian state  (optional)

Financing

The investment

Export Credit Norway and GIEK are state-owned 
companies that together offer government 
supported, favourable long-term financing to 
stadiums investing in a StadiaPitch. Export Credit 
Norway acts as the lender and GIEK as the loan 
guarantor. Subject to satisfactory credit assessment 
and due diligence, Export Credit Norway would be 
pleased to provide loans with competitively priced 
fixed or variable interest rates (0.89% pr. March 1 
2019), financing 70–85% of the total StadiaPitch 
contract value with a duration 5–8.5 years.

www.eksportkreditt.no/en

A StadiaPitch investment will make the grass 
greener, the changeover smoother, the sponsorships 
more valuable, the F&B revenue greater and the 
event bookings more numerous and profitable. It 
will boost the whole stadium economy and  increase 
the value of all stadium investments. Stadium 
concerts is a billion dollar industry and, with a 
StadiaPitch, you will be able to take a greater share 
of this booming revenue stream.

www.stadiapitch.com
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